Voodoo? Dissolvable Frac Plug
1500+ ft/ min pump-downs, 12,500 psi isolation performance

Technical Specifications
Benefits

Benefits
-

Voodoo? can, if desired, fully dissolve up to 75% faster than
other plugs due to low mass and large exposed surface area.
Unique perforating guns mis-run contingency design allows
secondary guns to pumped down when running a 'ball in place'.
Element free and anti-preset design allows aggressive
pump-downs at up to 1500 ft/ min with negligible pre-set risk.
Shear pins integral to WLAK and not left downhole reducing
wellbore debris.
Allows wells to be completed past coiled tubing and jointed
pipe reach.
Extremely small ceramic buttons [0.250 inch x .125 inch]
increase millout bit life and prevent stuck pipe events.

Voodoo? Dissolvable Plug

Performance
-

-

Superior dissolvability and flowback performance due to plug
length being under 5 inches [127 mm].
12,500 psi working differential pressure rating at 325°F.
As differential pressure increases the seal effectiveness and
gripping force increases.
Can be set in Q125 and all softer grades of casing.
Unique element-less design, prevents swabbing initiated
pre-sets.
Dissolvable check valve can be ran in place or a ball dropped
from surface, with a gun mis-run contingency in place for
'ball-in-place'.
Custom picked dissolvable materials, including fresh-water
dissolvables, and acid-delay coatings can be used for your
specific well conditions without sacrificing reliability or ratings.

Running Voodoo? on 12 kpsi

surface pressure wells
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Casing Size
(in)

Casing Weight
(ppf)

Plug RIH
OD (in)

Plug ID (in)

Plug
Length (in)

Working
Pressure
Rating (psi)

Max Working
Temperature
(F)

4.500

11.6 - 15.1

3.500

1.250

4.500

12,500

325

5.500

20.0 - 26.0

4.310

1.500

4.990

12,500

325

Casing Size
(mm)

Casing Weight
(kg/ m)

Plug RIH OD
(mm)

Plug ID
(mm)

Plug
Length
(mm)

Working
Pressure
Rating
(MPa)

Max
Working
Temperature
(C)

114.3

17.26 - 22.47

88.9

31.75

114.3

86.2

163

139.7

29.76 - 38.69

109.5

38.10

127.0

86.2

163
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